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Become an access law expert

ACCESS ACTION AGENDA
0. Master the law, in five steps
0 Dip into alphabet laws'.'.".

0 Access public meetings
0 Tap into legal resources

Semester
labus and
aftergasp.
semester,
Therestudents
in front in
ofmedia
them is
lav/
that
courses
first chapter
look at the
of their
syl¬
textbook—the one with the writs of certiorari, the courts of original
jurisdiction and the stare decisis—just in the first five pages! Welcome to
the law.

Fifteen minutes into the first class, you can see the thought bubbles
over the students' heads: "Hey man, I am not a lawyer. I am so outta
here."

But don't bail on us yet—we promise not to get too legalistic. In fact,
this chapter is designed to walk you back from the precipice and help you
get up to speed on public records law fast—so you can put this book's
advice into action right away and get your hands on the documents you
need.

First, let's revisit an important caveat: This book is a how-to guide,
not a legal reference tome. You will need to read your state public
records laws, for starters, and if we listed every state's laws here we'd have
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a dictionary-length document on our hands. Instead, we've directed you

to a variety of resources that cover the legal nuances of federal FOIA and
state public records laws.
We aim to help you become an expert in the areas that matter most for
scrutinizing government. Becoming familiar with the lav/ gives you the
confidence you need to approach officials and the backbone not to bolt
if they start spouting legal mumbo-jumbo.
To put it another way: If we gave you a lecture detailing all the laws, its
usefulness would last a year; if we teach you how to fish through the laws
yourself, the benefits will last a lifetime. This chapter will teach you how
to fish by explaining the basics of FOI laws, state public records laws, the
odd little "alphabet" laws, open meeting laws and how to get started with
legal research.

Ask a lawyer friend, and he or she will tell you it really doesn't take a
law degree to understand and use FOIA. It takes a bit of initiative, a
healthy dose of skepticism—and, more than anything, a deep and abid¬
ing refusal to be intimidated.

Master the law in five steps
You can teach yourself the ins and outs of any public records law through
five basic steps:
1. Learn the lingo
2. Identify what records are covered
3. Identify what agencies are covered
4. Identify exemptions that allow secrecy
5. Identify your rights to appeal
Let's look at each step.
Learn the lingo
It's critical to get a general lay of the legal land and terminology, includ¬
ing terms we use throughout this book:
Exemption: A part of the law that allows an agency to keep something
secret. For example, one exemption under FOIA is "oil and gas well data,"
so parts of records that would divulge the locations of oil wells can
legally be kept secret, or exempt from disclosure.
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¦ FOI: When we talk about "FOI" we mean freedom of information in
general. To most journalists this catch-all term is synonymous with
"access to records" or "government transparency. We pronounce it by

sounding out the letters: F O-I.
FOIA: The federal Freedom of Information Act, passed in 1966, covers
federal agencies. It's better known as "FOIA" pronounced FOY-uh. In
this book, and in the general world of public records access, when we talk
about "FOIA" we mean the actual federal Freedom of Information Act
(Title 5 of the United States Code, section 552), not state public records
laws or freedom of information in general.
Permissive: Access laws are generally written to be "permissive," which
means agencies can make something secret if the law says they can, but
they don't have to. With the exception of some school and health records,
agencies can provide it to you if they want, even if there is an exemption.
It's important to remember that the law represents the minimal standard
for disclosure, not the maximum. Governments large -and small release

information far beyond the requirements of the FOI lav/ all the time.
Redaction: Rarely are whole records exempt, or allowed to be kept
secret in their entirety. Usually it's just a part, such as a Social Security
number, the location of military weapons or the physical location of an
oil well. The government "redacts," or blots out, the secret stuff but leaves
the rest for you to see.

State law names: The 50 states and the District of Columbia have their
own laws, which typically apply to state executive agencies and local gov¬
ernments, such as cities and school districts. It's important to learn which
names your state uses so you don't make a rookie mistake like saying you
want to make a sunshine law request in Minnesota, which calls its law the
Data Practices Act.
Identify what records are covered
Freedom of information laws are very broad in what they cover. The
federal FOIA covers all "records" in the possession or control of a federal
executive agency, and most state laws contain similar language. The term
"records" is defined expansively to include all types of recorded infor¬
mation, such as papers, reports, letters, films, computer data, photo¬

graphs and sound recordings.

Here are examples of the diversity of records covered by state access laws:
• E-mails, in some states even those from officials' persona! accounts . ¦
. • Text messages and Twitter communications
• Photographs of crime scenes .. . . . . . . .. : ;.

» Audio and video recordings of public hearings /
• Video surveillance camera recordings at government buildings
• Databases in Excel files or other software ..
• Notes jotted down in a mayor's calendar book

It's important to remember that these laws do not require an agency
to verbally tell a citizen anything—they simply give citizens the right to
inspect recorded materials. So if a mayor doesn't return your phone calls
or says "no" to an interview, that's his or her prerogative. There is no lav/

requiring any official to talk to you. These laws require only that the
government let you see recorded materials in its possession.
Identify what agencies are covered
Know who is covered by the lav/. The federal Freedom of Information Act
states that it covers every "agency," "department, regulatory commis¬

sion," "government controlled corporation and other establishment in
the executive branch of the federal government. Public records laws do
not typically cover private entities, such as local ousinesses, private
crhnnk. rhnrches or nonorofits. While those entities might file records

of the President and the Office ot Management anu —6- — — "

to* or federally funded «* veneres. Congress pa» d
FOIA law in 1966 to force openness upon the president agencies, bu
made itself exempt from openness. Convenient, eh?
venerated by Congress and filed with executive branch agencies ot -

SS™* become s^ect to disdosure under the act, just as rf
thev were documents created by the agencies.

I,hhe state and local level, the state pubUc records law ^
will apply to executive agencies (the state transportation department
the health department, state police, etc.) and local governments such
dties bounties, school districts and even mosquito control d^os-

anything that is established by statute, funded pnmanlf tiuoug ^
and empowered to make decisions that affect people. les, f.a . -

^^rsom^ates, the public records laws also apply to the^legislatures
and courts, but usuallyiust the executive branch. The key: Assume mat
the agency is covered until you find out otherwise.
Identify exemptions that allow secrecy
M vou know by now, persistence is the cornerstone of any access request.

req-t and an agency says "no,- ask the offices to show

you the exemptronsh.o show you what provrsron of the law allows th m
» retae To do that, you'll need to understand the exemptrons yourself
The federal FOIA has just nine exemptions, but over the years cour

rullni^s on them have generated a nine-inch-thick digest called Litigation
under the Federal Freedom of Information Act' and hundreds o
exemptions are spread through other federal statutes. Check oat ^ ^
DTartment of Justices "Freedom of Information Act Guide whid,
encompasses 1,135 pages to explain all the ways to use exemp ions

in ^ FOIA, so we'U apply the simp,
"show me" rule to FOI law, as in "show me the exemption. If the agency

dtTs your ^uest and cites a specific exemption, kindly ask someone

With talks of tax increases
records requests to the Departrr

Legisiaiurs "reserved the r;

by the governor. The goven ]
but withheld several dozer

exemption found in the Public Recorc
action If denied again. Wit!
responded and provided the rec I
iason Ivierder

on stretched interpretation of exemp'

demonstrate a willingness to sue, as well as a famiiiarhy with the iaw, are more likely to
convince an agency to reverse its decision to withhold records. j
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to show you where in the law the exemption exists—and then read it
yourself, carefully.
Denials come on impressive letterhead, full of legal citations and signed
by titled lawyers. But here is the news: Agencies make exemption claims
unsupported by the law all the time. They bend and twist exemptions to
suit their needs, and they bet the house you'll take the denial, sigh and walk
away. By now, you know that's never the best way. Just politely ask, "Can
you show me where in the law it says that this record is not public?"
Let's look at an example. A public school district denied access to a
report that teachers, parents and reporters were after: The school had
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district—not in response to any litigation at all, but in response to a
school closure—meet that definition? You don't have to be a lawyer to
figure that one out. It was a public record, and after a lot of back and
forth, it was released.

The breaking point came when one of the parents demanded that the
school district show them in writing how the exemption fit the report.
The district couldn't.

Identify your rights to appeal
For the sake of argument, what if the air quality report really had fit the
exemption? Is that the end of the discussion?

No!
There is no need to know your state's exemptions by heart. If you did,
well, that would be scary. Instead, know them well enough so that when
someone says no, you have a clue whether it's worth arguing about. Do

you have a leg to stand on?
We've seen countless cases in which records custodians claim exemp¬

tions that simply do not exist—or at least do not exist as the custodian is
interpreting them. So we listen carefully, we ask for specific citations and
we check them out afterward. If your request is denied, and the exemp¬
tion is not an absolute slam dunk, always, always appeal.
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To appeal a denial under the federal FOIA and most state FOI laws, all
it takes is a letter to the agency—nothing fancy, just a letter making your
arguments. The letter should always argue that release of the information
is in the public interest and should always remind ofncials inai tne FOI
law is the minimum level of disclosure.
Appeals often work, so never walk away without trying. Wendell
Cochran, an American University professor who has studied the results
of FOIA appeals, found that only about 3 percent of the 240,000 FOIA
requests that were denied in 2006 were appealed. Of those few people
who did appeal and got an agency ruling, about a^ third received some¬
thing m the end, if not everything they asked for.3 So clearly, it doesn't
hurt to appeal!

Dip into alphabet laws
In addition to public records laws requiring agencies to provide govern¬
ment documents to the public, specialized laws require agencies to keep
certain kinds of records secret. From time to time, depending on what
you are covering, you'll be presented with a dizzying array of acronyms.
Again, no need to be a legal scholar: Just know what you are dealing with.
We call them "alphabet laws."

Health information: HIPAA
Interested in medical topics? Covering an accident or following up on a
car crash? No doubt you'll encounter the Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA). It's the same law that requires you to
sign that privacy statement when you visit the doctor, guaranteeing that
the office won't release information without your consent.
In 2001 HIPAA created new privacy rules regarding personal health
information. An amendment clarifying the rules of HIPAA was adopted
a year later. The rules are so confusing that the simplification regulation

is 367 pages long!
Since the Privacy Rule went into effect in April 2003, it has become
more difficult for reporters to get information about individuals' health
care. For example, hospitals will no longer give out the names and condi¬
tions of accident victims unless the reporters know each victim s name,
and then only general information will be provided. But other HIPAA
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obstacles are unnecessary. Fearful of HIPAA's dvil and criminal penalties,
some health care providers have overreacted, while others may simply
use HIPAA as an excuse not to cooperate with reporters.

Reporters can work more effectively if they understand what HIPAA
does and does not do. Essentially HIPAA requires "covered entities to
keep "protected health information" private. .
"Covered entities" include health plans, health care clearinghouses
and most health care providers that reimburse insurance charges.
Examples include hospitals, college health clinics, ambulances/emergency
medical technicians (EMTs), private physicians and social workers. ^
The following are not covered entities that can keep xhmgs pnva e
under HIPAA: police and fire departments (except EMTs), patients an
their relatives, dubs and associations (which are not health care providers)
and religious organizations. .

Additionally, the following are nor examples of protected health miomation: police and fire inddent reports, and court records. Also birth
records »d autopsy records are not protected health ^rmaUon
extent that they are maintained by state agencies. In addition, if sta
FOIA lav/ designates death records and/or autopsy reports as pu
information that must be disclosed, covered entities may drscbse
protected health information without an authorization, effectiv y
with regard to medical information is that you are less
likely to obtain information from hospitals-so go straight to the source.
To release additional information to a reporter, a hospital must obta
written authorization from the patient (or the patient s parent or guar

Tan I the case of minors). Many patients-especially those upset with
their care—will happily sign documents over to a reporter working o
their behalf.
Education records: FERPA
The ivory tower can be as secretive a place as you ever covet, and if you

Ire covering a college campus, youh have the Family Educattona. Erghts
and Privacy Act (FERPA) thrown in your face the first day you ar
beat. FERPA covers students from kindergarten on, but most s u en
reporters run into it on the college level.

The Art of Access: Strategies for acquiring public recoros

The foundation of FERPA is that a student, upon notification, is given
the right to inspect and review his or her own records while, generally,
everyone other than the student is prohibited from access to student
information.

Note that another federal lav/, the Clery Act, sometimes conflicts with
FERPA. This law, named for a college freshman murdered in her dorm, was
passed to require universities to make crime information public. If a uni¬
versity fails to make available daily crime logs, an annual statistical report
and basic police reports for serious crimes, then it can face federal fines. Its
important for student journalists to be aware of'the Clery Act, and to exer¬
cise their rights to access campus police records under the law. Campus
police can't tell you that crime information is private under FERPA.

Open even under FE
A lot of people assume everything at all levels of schools' is secret under FERPA, and many Y
colleges and universities are happy to let that misconception stand.The law, however,-allows'
the release. of law enforcement records andf'directory information." Typically, the following
is considered directory information:
• Name

» Address

• Telephone listing
o University-provided e-mail address
• Date and place of birth , ; . :

• Major field of study
• Dates of attendance

• Student level
• Degrees and awards received

• Weight and height of members of athletic teams

BMlliii

> The most recent education agency or institution attended

r ^ Participation in officially recognized activities and sports
If a school balks, just send it to the Web site of the U.S. Department of Education, which i
enforces FERPA (www.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/fpco/ferpa/index.html). >
if you need more help with FERPA issues, the Student Press Law Center is the place to go >
(www.splc.org).
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of meetings. In many instances, they also allow you to record what hap¬
pens at meetings and to get copie of minutes, transcripts or recordings
]aw rnct

These days/meetings is Demg reacuiicu tu ¦

that involve a majority of board members and other high-tech variations
on a

theme. Not everything is public, though. It's crucial to understan

what government bodies are covered and what kmds of gatherings
qualify as a "meeting" for purposes of the law.
Then there are the exemptions: Federal and state open meetings laws
allow government bodies to close meetings or portions of meedngs to
the public when they deal with certain subject matters, like pending liti¬
gation, the purchase of real estate and personnel matters like disciplinary
measures. The exemptions vary widely from state to state, in numoer and

in detail, so it's important to know your state's law and its exemptions,
much like the case with public records.
In fact, the same rules apply for meetings exemptions—if the govern¬
ment agency moves to exclude you from a meeting, kindly ask them to
explain why. They need to be able to cite a specific exemption—and even
if they do, make sure it squares with your understanding of the exemp¬
tion's meaning. Many state open meetings laws state thai minutes oi closed

sessions must be kept and must be released within a number of days.
Knowing the basics can come in handy. An example: A few years ago,
a public hospital announced that it was going to hold a staff meeting with
all employees of the hospital—more than 1,300 people—to discuss
ongoing financial problems, including the possibility of layoffs. When a
student reporter showed up to cover the meeting, she was asked to leave.

The exemption cited? Personnel matters.
The student reporter gave up and left the meeting, unaware of v/hat
the sunshine law's personnel exemption actually said. It siates that meet¬

ings should be closed when discussing " [the] hiring, firing, disciplining or
promoting of particular employees by a public governmental body when
personal information about the employee is discussed or recorded...
Problem was, no one was discussing any specific personnel cuts, or
even personnel, at all! It was a broad, name-free discussion of future

scenarios—and it was all closed by an exemption that didn't fit the meet¬
ing. Had the student known the exemption—or even had it handy—she
could have politely challenged the secrecy, and won.
Question meeting red flags
Joel Campbell, a former reporter who teaches journalism at Brigham
Young University in Utah and served as the Society of Professional
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Journalists' Freedom of Information Committee chair, said government
agencies frequently violate their state open meeting laws. "Most of our
local governments don't understand the lav/, lie said.
He suggests journalists watch for a few red flags to alert them to
possible meeting shenanigans:
1. Retreats. Just because a public body wants to meet at the beach or
mountains for a retreat doesn't mean the open meetings law doesn t
apply. It's still a quorum, and so it should still be public.
2. Attorney-client privilege. Some public bodies try to get around
their open meetings law by claiming attorney-client privilege,
thinking they can talk about anything in secret as long as their
attorney is in the room. Question the use of such ploys.
3. Stealth agendas. If the agenda says only "minutes," "old business"
and "new business," begin challenging the public body for more
information. Some state laws demand reasonable specificity on
the agenda.
4. Boilerplate closures. In some states, cities include an executive
session" on their agenda as a matter or practice whether they really
need it or not. Such a practice may encourage more closed meet¬

ings and violates the spirit of most open meetings laws.
5. Electronic meetings. Some states allow meetings to be con¬

ducted over the telephone or via video or audio conference. How¬
ever, such meetings usually require that journalists and the
public can listen or watch. Also be aware of the emerging trend
to conduct public business via e-mail. Make sure the public
bodies you cover aren't engaged in e-mail conversations about
public business.
6. No votes for executive sessions. Some state laws require that a

majority vote be taken to go into closed session.
7. Work meetings. In some places, public bodies hold regular "work
sessions," "committee of the whole meetings" or "work meetings"

before their regular meetings. In most cases, these are meetings to
discuss matters informally and line up votes. These are still public
meetings, no matter what they are called.

Many journalists carry in their wallets or purses a laminated meeting closure "objection

card." On the card they include a statement they can read to the governing body if they think
a meeting is being wrongly closed. Do not argue or be disruptive (they can arrest you for
disturbing the peace), but you can certainly object and then consult an attorney and pursue
legal action later. Adjust the template text below to create your own card and use it if you
think a meeting is being closed illegally:
Pursuant to the state open meetings act [insert the legal citation here11 formally
object to the closure of this meeting. I ask the body to reconsider and I ask that my
objection be noted in the meeting minutes.
Find a good description of your state's open meeting law and the full text at www.rcfp.
org/ogg.
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Jap into legal resources
With FOI requests come legal questions—and to answer those questions
you'll often need to get the law in your own hands, rather than relying on
some bureaucrat's take.

In the course of making hundreds of FOI requests, we've found that
many of the questions that arise can be answered by checking one of
three sources: the FOI statutes themselves, the case lav/ and opinions
from the state's attorney general. If you follow a few basic procedures,
you can quicWy become more knowledgeable.
Find shortcuts
The first step to understanding the statutes is to look at summaries, usu¬
ally provided by expert attorneys and access organizations. Fortunately,
there are some great sources available for this:
• The Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press. This organi¬
zation provides several wonderful resources that explain public
records laws in plain English. The first is the Federal Open Govern¬
ment Guide (www.rcfp.org/fogg), which covers federal FOIA,
including an explanation of exemptions and sample request letters.
The second resource is the one that you will likely use most often:
the online Open Government Guide (www.rcfp.org/ogg), which is

quickly get your hands on the state's FOI law in question through a
number of avenues, but the easiest way usually is by going through
the state's FOI coalition (www.nfoic.org/nfoicmembers)—they
all have the state's law prominently linked from their home pages.
Also, the Society of Professional {ournalists (SPJ) provides a stateby-state list of FOI resources that includes links to guides (www.spj
.org/foi.asp). The National Freedom of Information Coalition also
has a state-by-state listing (www.nfoic.org/state-foi-laws).

. Guides and studies. A wealth of studies and guides are available
online that explain the nuances of access laws:
o WikiFOlA (http://wikifoia.pbworks.com) continues to grow,
and includes information about the laws and tips for requesting
records.

o The Freedom of Information Center, now housed by the National
Freedom of Information Coalition, has a wealth of guides and
reports at http://www.nfoic.org/foi-center.

o Check out the authors' blog for The Art of Access, at www.theart
ofaccess.com, for a list of research studies conducted about access

laws, such as studies examining agency delays, effectiveness of
laws, and enforcement provisions.

Read the statutes
After getting a sense of the law from the summaries, actually read the
statutes. Some statutes are clearly written, and you can easily understand

exactly what the legislature intended and what "the law" is on a particular
subject. Unfortunately, many statutes are difficult to understand. But the
more you read, the more the language begins to make sense. Here are

some other tips:

• Kead the statute twice—slowly—then read it again.
® Pay close attention to all the "ands" and "orsThe use of "and" to

end a series means that all elements of the series are included, or
necessary, but an or at the end of a series means that only one of

the elements needs to be included.
• Assume all words and punctuation m the statute have meaning. For
example, if a statute says you may" do something, that means you

are allowed to do it. But if it says you "shall" do something, it means
you are required to do it. This can be hugely important, particularly
in the FOI context.
• It's tempting to skip words you don't quite understand. Don't do it.
Ii you re conrused about what a word means and can't understand

from the context, look the word up. A great legal dictionary is
available at http://dictionary.law.com.
Still confused? ium to a friend, an editor or a lawyer and get a second
opinion. Many lawyers are happy to coach you behind the scenes, to
ensure that coverage is done right.
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the law allows autopsy reports to remain secreu uuu —— — — utes don't address a particular record or are vague, especially when it
comes to emerging issues regarding e-mail and text messages. If the stat¬

ute is unclear, then turn to case law-rulmgs that clarify statutes by
showing how a court applied the law in a specific case. Being ab e to cue
case law—meaning, showing what a court decided in an earlier case
similar to yours-will make your requests much stronger. Some of tue
law summary resources mentioned above (e.g., Reporters Commmee

Open Government Guide) mention key court cases that you can cite.
Court decisions are published chronologically in volumes called case
reporters. Different levels and types of courts have their opinions pub¬
lished in different sets of case reporters. A case reporter is just a bound
set of opinions. And everything found in just about every case reponer is
now available online, so while it helps to have a citation to search lor, i
is by no means the only way anymore.
A citation for a court case looks like this:

US. DEPT. OF JUSTICE v. REPORTERS COMMITTEE,
489 U.S. 749 (1989).
The "489" is the volume number of U.S. Reports to which you go. If
you pull Volume 489 from the shelf and turn to page 749—voilal-there
is your case, U.S. Department of Justice v. Reporters Committee.
Federal courts. Where the U.S. Supreme Court is concerned, two pri¬

vate pubUshers emerged over the years to better serve lawyers with much
quicker turnaround and detailed annotation. West Publishing Company
publishes Supreme Court Reporter (S. Ct.) and Lawyers Cooperative
publishes United States Supreme Court Reports, Lawyer s Edition (
and

L.

Ed.2d).
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So each Supreme Court opinion has at least three different cites
one to the U.S. Reports, one to Supreme Court Reporter and one to the

Lawyers' Edition. Confused? Don't be! All you need is one cite, and off to
the Internet you go.

:ords

Lower federal appellate decisions (United States Circuit Court) since
1880 are in West volumes known as Federal Reporter (E, Eld, E3d).
U S District Court decisions since 1932 are m West volumes known as
¦die Federal Supplement (E Supp., E Supp. 2d). There are very few of these
federal trial court opinions published, though, so don't get your hopes up.
Stats courts. Each state has at least one official reporter for the deci¬
sions of its highest court, and some states also have reporters for their
intermediate appellate courts and, in a few instances, trial courts.

State appellate court decisions can also be found in Wests seven
regional reporters, each of which publishes decisions from the courts in
specific geographical regions: South Eastern, Atlantic, North Eastern,
North Western, Pacific, South Western and Southern.
Media Law Reporter, Another fine source for access cases is the Media
Law Reporter, which combs through all published decisions from every
level of court and handpicks the media law decisions.
You can find Media Law Reporter in any law library and in a lot of
public libraries, particularly college libraries. The front of each volume of
Media Law Reporter contains an index digest organized by subjeci.
Under each subject heading you will find one-paragraph summaries of

¦¦¦¦I

the cases within the volume addressing that issue.
j/i/esf Digests. The West reporters provide a huge shortcut: digests that
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summarize court decisions by subject matter. The digests use what is
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known as the key number system. Each major category of law is further
subdivided into subtopics. Each subtopic is assigned a key number.
So if you were interested in doing a study of the constitutional right of
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access to judicial proceedings and records, you would look under the

digest topic Constitutional Law and find that key number 90.1(3) deals

aKBt

with First Amendment access rights. One-paragraph summaries or
blurbs of cases addressing that issue would then be provided in the digest
under the appropriate key number. Ask any friendly law librarian to walk
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you through the process, and in five minutes you'll be homing in on just
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what you need.
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LexisNexis and Westlaw. If you took most of the contents of a modern
law library and the key holdings of every news library in the country into
one database, you'd have built LexisNexis and Westlaw. You can choose
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particular level of court (for instance, the U.S. Courts of Appeal) or a
- particular court (such as the U.S. Supreme Court). Everything is keyword
search-enabled, and if you have a citation in hand, you'll have your case
in seconds.

The cases are hyperlinked to all the other, older cases cited within the
opinion you're reading, so you can easily bounce to the earlier cases on
the subject. You can e-mail the results to yourself, save them to your
desktop or print them out.
The downside to these databases: Unless you are a student with access
to an educational account, they cost quite a bit to use. The good news is
that for most of the FOI work you need to do, the case law is available
online through a variety of sources for no cost. Our favorite quick-anclfree online site is FindLaw (www.findlaw.com)—an online cornucopia of
legal resources. You'll find an array of resources, such as law journals,
mailing lists and bulletin boards -where you can post questions. FindLaw
also has a handy legal dictionary, which you'll need to translate all that
Latin (http://dictiona.ry.lp.findlaw.com).

Pro tip
ll-.e orcccss c'cee^.g putlic Tifo.^aiJcn i nrer a,1 FQi loV
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Using it to bludgeon a rscalriiianl puot.c oniciai rarely leads io
ibe le'ease of niionic'ion. tfvoi^'r.g ¦ 'ilh ih^n one-or-one vj'lii -

decree of counesy and ¦ cspeci is rrore liksly \c P' educe r^s jte
than 'egalisnc demands |i' the nice-guy rouune does noi v,'oi' b?
f.rm in insisting on you. lights. Explain y^r position csimly anc
clearly, 'fnow what your < ights are. When it is time to involve a lawjo, in youi case, he or

she will appreciate ihet you have made the effort tc get public mfoi ir aaoii releasea n a
Drofessiona! manner.^ la'wer aiv.'ays likes ^presenting the guy veaiinc ihe ^vh.ia hsi.
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—Paul 'Waller, medic law juomc; at
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Hem to read a case. When reading case law, the first thing to recognize
is where the opinion of the court actually begins. If you are reading a case
in a reporter published by a private company, the actual opinion of the
court will be preceded by material written by the editorial staff of that
company, not the court. Most of the time, there will first be a brief sum¬
mary or synopsis of the case written by the editorial staff of whatever
company publishes the volume you are using. This usually is followed by
"headnotes." Headnotes are one-paragraph summaries of the key points

of law covered by the case. They are tied to the particular publisher's
digest or indexing system and are the same descriptions you will find
about the case in the digests or indexes.
After the headnotes, the names of the attorneys who participated in
the litigation usually are listed. Then, generally labeled "Opinion of the
Court" or "Full Text of Opinion," will begin the actual words of the
court.

When you first begin reading judicial opinions it can be difficult to
separate the holding and essential reasoning from superfluous material
(known as dicta or dictum). You will also need to learn how to summa¬
rize pages and pages of words into some useful format.
A handy shortcut we often use is called the FIRAC system—which
stands for Facts, Issue, Resolution, Analysis and Conclusion. If you take
notes as you go based on the FIRAC system, you'll find that you can
easily compare and contrast cases, which is the key to making sense of
the law.

Ask the attorney general
In addition to statutes and case law, attorney general opinions can help
you understand FOI law better. Typically when a question arises over
whether a record should be public or not, and the statutes and court
rulings don't address the question, then the state government's highest
attorneys will sometimes issue an opinion explaining their take on the
issue.

Often opinions are requested by agencies that want advice on wheth¬
er to give out a document. Sometimes a requester asks for a formal
opinion to convince an agency the document should be public. The

into a question. Now it's time to go nna aotuiiiciiL^
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Exercises and Ideas for journalists, newsrooms and classrooms to improve
your skills and foster F01 in your community.

Identify strengths and weaknesses in your state public records laws by
comparing the FOI law to other states. Find an area of your state public
records law that interests you by scanning the Open Government Guide
at the Reporters Committee for Freedom of the press (www.rcfp.org/ogg).
For example, look at the category "How is e-mail treated?" or whether
"gun permits" are secret. Then use the "Compare" function to get a list

of how every state handles that particular issue. Get out a piece of paper
and divide it into three categories: Open, Secret, Unclear. Write down
where each state fits and then tally what percentage of states make that
information public or secret. Once you've identified the weaknesses in
the law compared to other states, contact your press association and state

coalition for open government (www.nfoic.org/nfoicmembers) to see i
something can be done about it. Also, check out four studies that have
ranked states on various aspects of transparency, to see how your state

shakes out:

0 Freedom of Information in the USA (2002). Investigative Reporters
and Editors and the Better Government Association rank states accor¬

ding to a survey of investigative journalists (v/ww.ire.org/foi/bga).
0 States failing PGI responsiveness (2007). National Freedom of
Information Coalition and the Better Government Association
rated the effectiveness of state laws regaraing penalties ior
noncompliance and timeliness oi response (>/svw.moic.org/bga).

0 State of State Disclosure (2007). Good Jobs First evaluates the
quantity and quality of state government Web-based disclosure
on economic development subsidies, contracts, and state lobbying
activities; finds lack of disclosure (vvvAAV.goodjobsiirst.org/pdf/state
disclosure.pdf).
0 States of Disclosure (2007). Center for Public Integrity ranks
states by their openness in providing information about the
financial interests of governors (http://projects.publicintegrity.org/
StateDisclosure/Default.aspx? act=executive).
2. Hidden, in plain sight

This exercise will help you get familiar with the law and highlight the
number of secrecy exemptions enacted for special interests. In many
states, exemptions are scattered throughout statutes, not just within die
actual public records law. Go to your state government Web site and find
the portion that provides state statutes online and keyword searchable.
Search for such keywords as "records," "disclose, disclosable, secret

and "confidential." Note the hundreds of records that are kept secret by
hidden exemptions. Copy and paste the list to a Word file and e-mail it
to your state press association and legislators to highlight the extent of
secrecy through hidden exemptions.
a media fawver
It's important to develop relationships with media law experts. Every
state has at least one or two expert media law attorneys—usually more
who are extremely knowledgeable about access law and are often willing
to provide suggestions or thoughts about a records issue. Find a lawyer,
invite the attorney to coffee or lunch and get to know the person. Here are
some ways to find a media lawyer:

0 Look at who wrote the state public records guide at the Reporters
Committee for Freedom of the Press Open Government Guide
(www.rcfp.org/ogg) for your state. It's almost always a premier
access law attorney in the state.

0 Ask your state press association. Often your press association wi
provide information about media law attorneys on their Web
site.

.

.

0 Find out which attorney or law firm represents die major dai y
newspapers in your state by asking an editor at the newspapers.
Usually a few attorneys handle most of the media work in each
state, and they have to be expert in access law.
0 Look up recent public records case law and see which attorneys
handled the lawsuits on behalf of requesters.

The best way to become adept at legal research is io aive in, with a Intle
help from the people trained to help: law librarians. Visit the closest law
library to get a primer on the legal resources available. Even if you don t
have a law school nearby, a general university library or public library
will have some resources you can try out. Ask a law librarian to show
you the resources and databases. Find three resources that will help you
understand the law.
5. Organize FOI training
Coordinate a training session for your fellow students or area colleagues.
Invite your state's leading media lawyer to a session to discuss access
law. The Society of Professional Journalists provides FOI training
for SPJ chapters or newsrooms, provided enough people are like y
to show up. An FOI trainer (possibly one of the two authors of this
book) will come to your newsroom or community and provide a twohour presentation on great documents and strategies for requesting
records For more information, check out the SPJ newsroom training
page (www.spj.org/bbtraining.asp). Or coordinate a brown-bag lunch
session with FOI PowerPoint presentations provided by SPJ online
(www.spj.org/foiddnr.asp). Download one and tweak it to suit your
needs and specific state.

